These ice pellets can damage your car as well as slow things down. L and Ride locations allow commuters to take buses to avoid traffic. Don’t __ and drive - ever. A __ moves you to an alternate route around construction or hazards. If you are __ it is better to pull over and rest than keep going. There are all kinds of __ out there. Try to avoid them. The sight of a __ car can cause people to step on their brakes. Sometimes there seems to be no __ for a traffic jam. If you drive significantly __ than the speed limit you may be a hazard. __ like deer, skunks, raccoons, dogs and cats can cause problems. An HOV or __ lane can bypass traffic problems. Things like __ can fall off construction trucks and impede traffic. __ cars need to match their speeds with the rest of the cars. __ drivers tend to drive more slowly and cautiously than usual. __ while driving is dumb and becoming illegal in many places. An __, especially one with an injury, can back up traffic for miles. A blow out or __ will cause a driver to need to pull over. In the winter, ice and __ rain can make roads dangerous and slick. This time comes twice a day- in the morning and in the evening. Depending on the season and time of day, __ can be a problem. __ don’t always know where they are going and may drive erratically. Some areas require a hands-free device while talking on a __. __ the number of lanes can help decrease congestion. Some radio stations count the __ and couches that fell on the road. Fog, rain and snow can affect __ and make it hard to see while driving. __ walking on the side of the road can be a distraction. Speed limits are lower and fines are higher in __ zones. Term for drivers who slow down to look at an accident.